The Universe from Here - July 2020
A Planetary Parade

By Jim Feiste
July is a “challenging” month for stargazing.
Unpredictable weather, Sahara sand-storms, high humidity,
etc. all make finding clear skies difficult. But, I have
found that most weather apps are not always reliable.
Have your scopes at the ready; then after sunset, look
outside for yourself. I have found some of my best nights
are when the weather apps predicted rain!

The Solar System This Month
The Moon: Celebrate Independence Day with the Full BUCK
MOON (also called Thunder Moon, Hay Moon, or Wort
Moon). No matter what you call it, the moon will be full
near midnight on July 5, 2020. Then be ready for a night of
deep sky observing when dark skies return with a New Moon
on July 20.

Night Rabbit Astronomy

neither visible to the naked eye nor to most amateur
scopes. Sometimes it’s just cool knowing that it’s there.

The Deep Sky Pick-of-the Month: M51
Stan has been laboring day and night to perfect images of
what appears to be his favorite galaxy: M51. So I have
chose it as the July 2020 Deep Sky Pick of the Month.
Messier 51 (M51 or NGC 5194) is a conspicuous spiral
galaxy 28 million light years away.
It is easily visible
through a telescope interacting with its smaller neighboring
galaxy, NGC 5195. It is thought that NGC 5195 passed
through the main disk of M51 around 500 million years ago,
causing M51 to develop its characteristic exaggerated spiral
pattern and forming streams of gas and stars behind NGC
5195 (see photos, next page).
Location: Since M51 has a magnitude of 7.9, it cannot be
seen with the naked eye. (Humans can only see to
magnitude 6 at dimmest.) To find the pair, locate the 2nd
magnitude star Alkaid, which forms the tip of the handle of
the big dipper. Then, with binoculars or a telescope, pan
towards the southwest about 4 degrees until you find a pair
of fuzzy patches in your eyepiece(s). The slightly larger
spot to the south is M51, and the smaller one north of M51
is NGC 5195.

The Planets: This month you can see 7 of our sun’s 8
planets (or 8 of 9 if you still think of Pluto as a “planet”) all
lined up across the southern sky! Only elusive Mercury will
be a no-show this month.

To watch this “parade of planets,” plan to wake up before
sunrise near month’s end. Start by facing towards the
south. Now look straight down at your feet: Earth. One
down. You’re on a roll. Now, look east and you will see the
brightest “morning star” planet Venus rising. From Venus,
follow the line of the “ecliptic” (see map, below) across
the southern sky until you find the dimmer but clearly red
planet Mars. Continue westward until you find the pair of
bright “stars” setting in the west. These are the gas
giants: dimmer and yellowish Saturn and bright Jupiter.
Now with the aid of a telescope, find bluish Uranus
between Venus and Mars, above the tail of constellation
Cetus. Dim Neptune appears in constellation Aquarius,
just west of Mars. Finally, Pluto is hiding in deep space
between Saturn and Jupiter; but at magnitude 14 it is
CAAA updates, full-size images, star charts, and more can

Visual Observing: For more detail of the patches, you need
large aperture telescope (8 inches or more) to allow more
light to reach your eye. Since I am lucky enough to have a
12-inch Dobsonian Telescope (thanks to my mother-in-law
Marianne) and a wide angle eyepiece (thanks to my mom
Mary), I was able to observe enough details of the pair to
make the sketch seen here. (The field-of-view is 35 angular
minutes, 115x magnification.)
be found on the CAAA website at http://caaastro.com.
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Initially, all I could see a star field with 2 faint glowing
clouds with bright centers. But with averted vision,
patience, and time, I was able to pick out the spiral arms
and some faint stars.
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The image shows incredible detail including the trails of
glowing gas and stars exploding outward from NGC 5195
after its collision with M51.
(Equipment: Imaging telescope:
StellarVue SVX130T / Imaging camera: ATIK 490 EX Mono / Mount: iOptron
GEM45 / Accessory: ZWO Off-Axis Guider / Guiding camera: Starlight
Express Lodestar X2 Autoguider / Software: Main Sequence Software
Sequence Generator PRO , Adobe Systems Inc. Photoshop 2019 CC,
Pixinsight ClickDesignSoft Autoscript, Stark-Labs PHD2 / Chroma
technology Luminance 36mm filter: 11x120”)

Also visible in the image are remarkably clear views of
many distant galaxies in the same field of view!
On June 15th, Stan re-imaged M51 using the same
equipment, but this time processed the image though color
filters (Chroma technology: Luminance 36mm, Blue
36mm, Green 36mm, and Red 36mm) to bring out the
“natural colors” that we might be able to see if we were
closer the objects. While the color enhancement loses
some of the details, it brings out the intricate stars, colors,
stellar nurseries, and detailed spiraling dust lanes of this
beautiful galactic pair.

I created this drawing with a soft black graphite pencil on
white paper; then I then photographed the drawing and
inverted it with PhotoShopExpress to produce this final
image.
Astrophotography: On May 24, Stan posted this black and
white image of M51 and NGC 5195.

It’s like really being there…
Near a galaxy far-far away…
Han Solo’s got nothing on Stan!

CAAA updates, full-size images, star charts, and more can be found on the CAAA website at http://caaastro.com.

